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WORLDGATE EXPRESS LINES
INTERNATIONAL
Worldgate Express Lines International Pvt Ltd, the Indian subsidiary of
the global shipping company of the same name, is a major player in
the international shipping and logistics industry. Founded by seasoned
professionals in the freight business, the firm has deep expertise in the area of
trans-continental integrated logistics, and strives to be the best total solution
provider within its industry. Worldgate Express Lines International has over 600
employees, and operates in over 10 locations all over India.

THE SOLUTION
Sree Vasan, the head IT officer of logistics firm Worldgate
Express Lines International, had been extremely
unsatisfied with the company’s endpoint security solution
for multiple years. Although the firm’s IT infrastructure
had been set-up efficiently and the different enterprise
applications generally ran very smoothly, employees
were experiencing a host of problems on their desktops
and laptops. The computers were running slow and
functioning in an unstable manner – this, in turn, made
operations inefficient. After confirming the issue as
relating to their endpoint protection software, Mr. Vasan
set out to find a better alternative.
“We, as a company, are very particular about securing
the hundreds of PCs we have deployed at various
branches and operational centers nationwide”, Mr. Vasan
states. “Initially, we used endpoint security software
from Kaspersky Lab for the purposes of securing our
PCs. But we had a bad experience with them, as their
solution used to slow our systems down. The resourcehungry security software from Kaspersky rendered our
computers inefficient.”

After Kaspersky, Worldgate Express Lines International
moved to K7 Computing, an Indian endpoint security
provider, to no avail – the company’s PCs continued to
demonstrate performance issues. Vasan was beginning to
think that his firm simply could not find a suitable solution
which would guarantee protection without causing drops
in performance. Towards the end of 2015, just as Vasan
was losing hope, he met with a representative from
F-Secure, who introduced an efficient, effective and
simple endpoint protection solution. The best part? No
performance issues.
“The most glaring attribute of F-Secure endpoint security
software was its lightness. Unlike Kaspersky Lab and
K7 Computing products, F-Secure endpoint security
software was not resource hungry”, Mr. Vasan confirms.
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“F-Secure promised us a powerful and effective endpoint
security system, which would guarantee us the best
protection available on the market, while maintaining
the high performance of our computers”, Mr. Vasan
continues. “This was something we simply couldn’t pass
up on.”
Following approval from top management, Vasan
began the implementation of F-Secure’s “Business Suite
Premium” solution on their desktops, with support from
an F-Secure partner. The results were extremely positive.

“We can finally work with total confidence knowing
that our computers are protected, while experiencing
no performance issues”, Vasan says. “In addition,
F-Secure’s Business Suite is cost-effective, simple to
manage and has excellent service support. What’s
more, it offers automated patch management for
thousands of applications and versions as part of the
package”
In the future, Worldgate Express Lines International
plans to migrate their cyber security program to
F-Secure’s agile cloud platform – the company is also in
the process of extending F-Secure’s endpoint security
software to cover their laptops.

Benefits of F-Secure's Business Suite

Efficient and effective

Automatic patch management

No performance issues

Cost-effective

Excellent service support

Powerful central management

